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5
6ABSTRACT: Kathrin Koslicki argues that ordinary material objects like tables and
7motorcycles have formal proper parts that structure the material proper parts.
8Karen Bennett rejects a key premise in Koslicki’s argument according to which the
9material ingredient out of which a complex material object is made is a proper

10part of that object. Koslicki defends this premise with a principle motivated by its
11power to explain three important phenomena of material composition. But these
12phenomena can be equally well explained by a weaker principle that does not sup-
13port the questioned premise in Koslicki’s argument, Bennett argues. I show that
14Bennett’s weaker principle, together with an appropriate strengthening of a differ-
15ent premise in Koslicki’s original argument, still yields a sound argument for the
16existence of formal parts.
17

18

19Aristotle and others in his tradition have famously argued for a hylomorphic
20account of substances and objects in general as composed of form and mat-
21ter. Kathrin Koslicki (2008) argues for a neo-Aristotelian concept of form as
22a proper part of objects having the form in question. In a reply to Koslicki’s
23argument, Bennett (2011) rejects a key premise of the argument as insuffi-
24ciently motivated. In this paper, it will be shown that a modified version of
25Koslicki’s argument still succeeds, even without the premise rejected by Ben-
26nett, so long as we strengthen another premise in a way that does not sacri-
27fice any of the strength of Koslicki’s original argument.1

28Koslicki gives the thesis for which she argues as:
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1 I take for granted throughout this paper the axioms of standard mereology according to
which parthood is a relation that is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric. These axioms might be
questioned (cf. Cotnoir and Bacon 2012).
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29(NAT) Neo-Aristotelian Thesis: The material and formal components which com-
30pose a mereologically complex object at a time t are at t proper parts of the whole
31they compose at t. (2008, 190)
32
33Bennett, in reply to Koslicki, gives the following summary of Koslicki’s
34argument for NAT:

351. It is possible to make an object S (say, a statue) from a single complex
36preexisting material ingredient L (say, a lump of clay).

372. L is a proper part of S.2

383. Weak Supplementation: anything that has a proper part has at least
39two nonoverlapping proper parts.3

404. S has a proper part Q that does not overlap L (from 2, 3).

415. S has no material proper parts other than L (from 1).

426. Q is a proper part, but not a material proper part, of S (from 4, 5).

437. S has a formal proper part (from 6).

448. There is nothing special about S.

459. Neo-Aristotelian Thesis: all mereologically complex objects have for-
46mal proper parts (from 7, 8). (2011, 286)

47Bennett accepts Weak Supplementation and instead attempts to refute
48Koslicki’s argument for NAT by denying (2). To show that one need not
49accept (2), Bennett attempts to undermine Koslicki’s support for this premise
50by showing that there is another principle that does all the same explanatory
51work as the principle invoked by Koslicki in support of (2), without entailing
52(2). Koslicki’s principle in support of (2) is characterized by Bennett thus:

53(MIPP) Material Ingredients as Proper Parts: If the material ingredients from which
54an object is created persist through the process of creation, they are proper parts of
55that object at the beginning of its existence. (287)
56

2 That is, L is a part of S but not identical to S.
3 In fact, this premise is entailed by, but is not logically equivalent to, what is standardly

called Weak Supplementation (cf. Simons 1987, 28): PPxy ! 9z(PPzy � :Ozx). The follow-
ing scenario is a counterexample to Weak Supplementation, but not to Bennett’s premise (3):
There is an object y with a single proper part x, and x itself has exactly two nonoverlapping
proper parts w and v. Since both x and y, the only objects in the example with proper parts,
both have at least two nonoverlapping proper parts, namely w and v, this scenario satisfies
Bennett’s premise (3). But because all the proper parts of y are also parts of x, there is no z
disjoint from x such that z is a proper part of y, and so this violates Weak Supplementation.
Thanks to Alexander Pruss for pointing this out.
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57For Koslicki, MIPP is meant to explain three phenomena arising in cases
58of material composition. In the creation of a composite object, the material
59ingredients from which it is created:

60a) continue to exist and “maintain a presence” in the resulting
61composite,

62b) have strikingly similar properties to the resulting composite, and

63c) wind up spatio-temporally coincident with the resulting composite.
64(288)

65But Bennett points out that we do not need MIPP in order to account for
66these three phenomena. Instead, one needs only a weaker thesis:

67(PPMIPP) Proper Parts of Material Ingredients as Proper Parts: (some of? many
68of?) the proper parts of the material ingredients from which an object is made are
69proper parts of that object at the beginning of its existence. (289)
70
71As Bennett argues, PPMIPP accounts for the phenomena of continued
72presence, similar properties, and spatio-temporal coincidence just as well as
73Koslicki’s MIPP, and it has wider applicability to boot (PPMIPP applies to
74cases in which the ingredients do not persist but their proper parts do, such
75as when an egg is used in baking a cake) and so should be preferred to MIPP
76as the explanation of these phenomena of material composition. But if we
77forsake MIPP for Bennett’s PPMIPP, then we have undercut Koslicki’s justi-
78fication for (2), since PPMIPP does not entail (2) as MIPP does. So, absent
79some further argument for the necessity of MIPP over and above PPMIPP,
80one can reject (2) and escape Koslicki’s argument for NAT.4

81Toner points out that Koslicki’s argument can be modified to avoid use of
82either MIPP or PPMIPP by simply postulating that L is an extended simple
83that comes to constitute a statue (2012, 153–54). But, as Toner himself notes,
84this has the disadvantage of falsifying Koslicki’s premise (8), since there is
85something clearly special about a statue constituted by an extended simple.
86And, of course, the existence of extended simples is highly controversial. It
87would be far better to recover Koslicki’s argument without paying so great a
88dialectical price and without limiting the conclusion of the argument to
89objects constituted by extended simples.
90To this end, I will show that it is still very easy for Koslicki to argue
91cogently for NAT while taking Bennett’s denial of (2) in stride and, indeed,

4 Here is one reason to worry about Bennett’s claim that PPMIPP can do all the work of
MIPP: if the material ingredients in question are simples (i.e., fundamental particles), then
PPMIPP holds trivially. But, if it holds trivially, then it seems not to be the explanatory equal
to Koslicki’s MIPP in such cases.
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92even employ Bennett’s principle PPMIPP along the way. This can be done if
93we strengthen premise (3), which invokes the principle of Weak Supplemen-
94tation, by instead invoking the principle of Strong Supplementation. This sub-
95stitution gives the following argument for NAT:

9610. It is possible to make an object S (say, a statue) from a single complex
97preexisting material ingredient L (say, a lump of clay).

9811. S is not a part of L.

9912. Strong Supplementation: if x isn’t a part of y, then x has a part that
100doesn’t overlap y.

10113. S has a proper part Q that does not overlap L (from 11, 12 and
102PPMIPP).5

10314. S has no material proper parts other than the parts of L (from 10).

10415. Q is a proper part, but not a material proper part, of S (from 13, 14).

10516. S has a formal proper part (from 15).

10617. There is nothing special about S.

10718. Neo-Aristotelian Thesis: all mereologically complex objects have for-
108mal proper parts (from 16, 17).

109This new argument for NAT uses just two premises that differ from
110Koslicki’s original argument: (11) and (12). The first I will defend is (12),
111Strong Supplementation itself. Bennett (2013) accepts a version of Strong
112Supplementation.6 Koslicki can also accept Strong Supplementation. One of
113her main goals in The Structure of Objects is to give a neo-Aristotelian mereology
114that does not include mereological universalism (the thesis that every collec-
115tion of parts composes some whole), as standard mereology does. But accept-
116ing Strong Supplementation will not endanger that goal: one can accept
117Strong Supplementation while still rejecting universalism. So, Strong Supple-
118mentation does not beg any questions against Bennett or Koslicki. It is also
119intrinsically plausible and accepted by many philosophers. It is, as its name
120suggests, logically stronger than Weak Supplementation, but obviously some
121price must be paid if we are to allow Bennett her denial of (2) and still argue
122successfully for NAT. This price is reasonably small and is, at any rate, far
123less than the price paid by Toner’s solution of positing extended simples.

5 PPMIPP guarantees that S and L overlap, and so Q is proper.
6 Bennett (2013) calls this version Slot Strong Supplementation, but since we have no instances

here of having a part twice over, it reduces to classical Strong Supplementation.
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124Moreover, most or all of the putative counterexamples to Strong Supple-
125mentation in the literature, such as distinct words composed of the same let-
126ters (Hempel 1953, 110) or distinct arrangements composed of the same
127flowers (Eberle 1970, §2.10), clearly beg the question against NAT, since the
128proponent of formal parts would argue that counterexamples such as these
129fail precisely because they do not account for the differing formal parts
130between the words, arrangements, etc. in question.7 The literature is also
131replete with alleged counterexamples to Weak Supplementation8 (and, since
132Strong Supplementation entails Weak Supplementation by the anti-
133symmetry of parthood, these would also count as counterexamples to the for-
134mer), but the skeptic about Weak Supplementation had reasons independent
135of Bennett’s objection to reject Koslicki’s argument from the beginning. My
136argument aims only to show that those friendly to Strong Supplementation
137in addition to Weak Supplementation can appeal to the former to elude Ben-
138nett’s worry about whether L is a proper part of S. Thus, my move in
139defending Koslicki’s argument loses none of the dialectical or logical strength
140of Koslicki’s original, since all the reasons for accepting Weak Supplementa-
141tion but rejecting Strong Supplementation beg the question against the pro-
142ponent of formal parts, while also dodging the objection posed by Bennett.
143Finally, the second changed premise, (11), needs just a word of defense.
144Since S is not identical to L (by their differing modal properties and the indis-
145cernibility of identicals), if S were a part of L, it would be a proper part. But
146nothing is a proper part of that out of which it is made. So, (11) is not
147objectionable.
148As I have shown, Bennett attempts to defeat NAT by undermining the
149support Koslicki offers for premise (2) of her argument. But Koslicki can
150accept Bennett’s denial of (2) and still argue compellingly for NAT without
151prejudice to her larger project in The Structure of Objects of avoiding a commit-
152ment to mereological universalism. So, NAT survives Bennett’s objection.9

7 One might consider the case (from Gilbert 1989, 273) of committees with coextensive
membership a counterexample to Strong Supplementation not subject to this criticism, since
the distinction between committees with coextensive memberships would seem to be a matter
of their differing functions rather than their form. But this counterexample fails not because it
begs the question against the proponent of formal parts, but, rather simply, because member-
ship is not parthood. Parthood is transitive whereas membership is not (cf. Uzquiano 2004,
136–37), so membership is not parthood.

8 Consider, for example, Brentano’s theory of accidents, on which a substance is a proper
part of its accidental modifications, but without any other proper parts (Chisholm 1978) or
David Oderberg’s interpretation of Aquinas’ hylomorphic dualism on which the person who
survives death has a soul as her sole proper part (Oderberg 2012).

9 Thanks to two anonymous referees for their very helpful comments on an earlier draft
of this paper. Special thanks are due to Alexander Pruss for his thorough and indispensable
comments on and discussion of this paper in its seminal stages.
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